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Arizona/New Mexico Joint Conference in Santa Fe ApriI2-S, 1998
For Arizona Historical Society and the Historical Society of New Mexico
On the first weekend in April of this
year, the Historical Societies of Arizona
and New Mexico will a~ain meet
together for their annual conferences.
The Hilton Hotel in downtown Santa Fe
will be the Conference Headquarters
with sessions, book dealer displays, a
scheduled lunch, the Awards Banquet,
and the book auction all taRin~ place at
the Hilton. Additional activities are
scheduled in Saint Francis Auditorium
of the Fine Arts Museum and the
Palace of the Governors. Walki~ tours
about the Santa Fe Plaza are scheduled
to occur throughout the conference. In
addition tours have been arransed for
visits to San IIdefonso Pueblo, to Pecos
National Monument and the Glorieta
Battlefield, and to Las Ve~as and
(Montezuma, New Mexico . (See
Pro~ram and Re~istration Form, now
in the mail for detailed information.)
The year 1998 is si~nificant for the
recollection of three very important
historical events.
Four hundred years a~o Juan de
Onate led an expedition of soldiers,
settlers and Franciscan friars from
north central New Spain, across the
Rio del Norte, north through the
Jornado del Muerto to rejoin the Rio
del Norte (the Rio Grande) and then to
follow that river up to its junction with

the Chama River at the Indian Pueblo
now known as San Juan. Here the
expedition founded the first permanent
European colony in North America.
(To be sure attempts had been made to
establish colonies alons the east coast,
but all vanished. The first east coast
successful colony was at Jamestown,
Vir~inia in 1607, but disease, famine
and Indian raids almost Wiped it out.
And the Pil~rims did not set foot upon
that roes until 1620.)
One hundred fifty years aqo the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidal~o was
si~ned. Under the terms of the Treaty
Mexico relinquished all claims to Texas
and ceded New Mexico, which at the
time included Arizona and parts of
Colorado and Utah, and California to
the United States. Thereby some
1,200.000 square miles was added to
the territory of the United States. The
Treaty included controversial clauses
that ~uaranteed property ri~hts that
were not always or carefully observed.
(Come to the proqram sessions to find
out more.)
One hundred years a~o, durlnq the
Spanish-American War, on May 6, 1898
to be exact. a Iarse ~roup of men were
mustered into the army in front of the
Palace of the Governors in Santa Fe.
They became famous as the Rou~h

"Juan de Onate" by Jose Cisneros. (From Riders Across the Centuries. by Jose
Cisneros, EI Paso: Texas Western Press. The Last Conquistador, by Marc Simmons,
University of Oklahoma Press. 1991.

Riders; their leader became even more
famous as a President of these United
States.
These three historical events will, of
course. be addressed by eminent
scholars during the 24 scheduled sessions of the conference.
The Conference be~ins with a Plenary
Session in Saint Francis Auditorium on
late Thursday afternoon. John L.
Kessell, Professor of History Emeritus
at the University of New Mexico and
Editor-in-Chief of the Var~as Project.
has titled his talk. "A Foot for a Foot:
Observtnq the Onate 400th." The John
Kessell presentation will be open to the
public.
During the conference other speakers
will address the si~nificance of the
Entrada of Onate, Including Alfredo
Jimenez Nunez and Maria Luisa Perez
Gonzalez, both from the Universidad
de Seville, and Robert Himmerich y
Valencia of the University of New
Mexico.
Presentations discussinq the MexicanAmerican War and the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hlldalqo will be ~iven by
Richard Griswold del Castillo. San
Die~o State University, Joseph P.
Sanchez. University of New Mexico
and Estavan Arellano of Alcalde. N.M.
A session on the Spanish-American
War details the New Mexican and
Spanish perspectives. The session features Richard Melzer. University of
New Mexico. Valencia. Aurora Morcillo
Gomez, University of New Mexico and
Octavlo Ruiz Manj6n Cabeza,
Universidad Complutense de Madrid.
Another session recalls for us the
Rou~h Riders with Charles Bennett of
the Museum of New Mexico and
Charles H. Herner of Tucson dlscusslnq
the New Mexico and Arizona Rou~h
Riders. Athird paper to be ~iven durtnq
the Rou~h Riders session has the
intri~ui~ title: "That's the Way They
Come When They Ain't Worse!"
As stated above there are 24 sessions
scheduled. each with two to three eminently qualified presenters. Accordin~ly the program calls for four concurrent sessions for all day Friday and
on Saturday morning. In addition to
the two bus tours planned for Saturday
afternoon. a special session will be
held at the Palace of the Governors lecture hall opening off Washin~ton
Avenue. Thomas Chavez. Director of

the Palace of the Governors of the
Museum of New Mexico,will ~ive a talk
on the invaluable 18th century
Se~esser hide paintings that depict a
battle between the Spanish from colonial New Mexico, possibly the French
from IIIinois and allied Indians. Dr.
Chavez will explain how these New
Mexico patnunss left then returned to
New Mexico. Also scheduled for
Saturday afternoon will be a ~uided
tour of the recently completed exhibition hall at the Museum of the Modem
Indian. You will need to provide your
own transportation to this event.
In addition to the sessions and papers
mentioned above. let us tempt you
with a few more presentation titles.
"That Damn Woman: Jesusita Trujillo in
Albuquerque" (David Snow); "The
Santa Fe's EI Tovar: Unique Train or
Mira~e" (AI Richmond); "Women and
Crime in Colonial New Mexico"
(Robert 1. Torrez); "The Courts Martial
of Mrs. Captain Morton" (Cynthia A.
WOOd); "Sheep and Oil, A Love-Hate
Relationship: The Stru~~le Over
Navajo Oil After 1923" (Kathleen P.
Chamberlain); and "The AngloAmerican View of the Mexican
Women. 1820-1899" (Kathleen M.
Garcia).
There is so much to hear. so much to
learn. so much to see. so much to
Intrigue you. you must come to Santa
Fe on the first weekend in April of this
year.
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"Im ages of the Spanish-American War.
April-August 1898," by Stan Cohen,
Pictorial Histories Publishing Co. - 1997.

The Annual Book & Artifact Auction
The annual Book & Artifact Auction will begin at 4:30 pm on Friday the 3rd
of April in the Chamisa Court in the Hilton Hotel. A cash Bar will be provided by the Hotel. The auction has been a regular feature at each Annual
Meetin~ of the Historical Society of New Mexico for the past several years.
This is a time to sit back, have a drin~. relax. have fun - AND buy booas
and/or thin~s at bargain prices.
Donations of books and artifacts are requested. The auction depends on
the booas and/or artifacts that our members and our boos dealers ~ive us:
without these donations. no auction can take place.
Bring your donations to the Hilton and ~ive them to John Conron or
leave them at the Registration Table. They can be sent to the N.M.
Historical Society at P.O. Box 1912. Santa Fe. New Mexico 87504. Or call
John Conron at (505) 983-3068 in Santa Fe. or Spencer WIlson at (505) 2657695 in Albuquerque to arrange a pica-up or delivery.

Hilton Hotel Reservattons
Although other accommodations are available throughout Santa Fe. the
Hilton Hotel near the Plaza is the conference Headquarters and where
much of the Conference is centered. Guest rooms have been set aside for
our use at special conference rates. The rate for a sin~le. a double (two
persons). a double (two beds) is $140.00 Per night. For an extra person in
these rooms the additional cost will be $20.00.To ~et this conference rate,
make your reservation before March 2nd. Call the Hilton Hotel at (800)
336-3676. Be sure to tell them that you are attending the Historical Society
of New Mexico/Arizona Historical Society meeting. All Credit Cards are
accepted.

A Canticle for Fray Angelico
Saul Cohen
It is an honor to be speaainq to you as part of a celebration of the new fray Angelico
Chavez History Library, but it is a pleasure to be talki~ to you about books and
libraries because they are probably my favorite topic.
Those of you who heard my talk on the history of the Santa Fe federal Courthouse
may recall that it was entitled "If These Stones Could Speak" and that I explained that
if they could speak I had no idea what they would say, but that I felt a catchy title was
always important. I even told the story about the Santa fe author, etc.
Years a~o it was su~~ested that Lincoln's Doctor's Dog would be the world's most
appealing book title. but times have chanced. Better Sex While Reducing Your
Income Tax and Your Weight And Leading a More Satisfying Life is more likely to
appeal to todays audience. I quickly discarded Lincoln's Doctor's Dog's Book as a
possible title.
So, whence comes my title "A
Canticle for fray Angelico"? Those of
you who are familiar with the classics
of science fiction will have already
been reminded of A Canticle for
Liebowitz by Walter Miller, from which
I have taken my title. It seemed not
inappropriate as a catchy title because
it has some connection to this day and
this talk - first, a canticle is a sacred
song of praise and that seemed in
order, in Franciscan order even, and
second, books and a library play an
important part in the novel. It is set
some five centuries in the future , when
the world has been almost destroyed
by nuclear warfare. M a result of the
near destruction of the world and the
ensuing misery, the people rose up
a~ainst any kind of learning and killed
anyone with any claim to be learned
and destroyed almost all printed matter. A physicist or electronics enzineer
by the name of Isaac Edward Liebowitz
and a few others tried to save such
books and other written material as
they could, and the material that
Liebowitz collected found a home in a
monastery somewhere in what was
once the state of Arizona and an order
of monks founded by Father Liebowitz
(who eventually became a saint) was
devoted to preservinq and savtnq for
the future that written material.
fray Angelico's connection with
books is clear. He wrote them. And
what are libraries but collections of
books (notwlthstanding something of a
tendency in library circles to think of
them as "information centers"). Had his
oath of poverty as a Franciscan not
interfered, he undoubtedly would have
owned a splendid personal library.
I don't remember when I first met
Fray Ancelico, though our quasi-literary paths sort of crossed back in 1971.
He had written from Perla Blanca in the
July/Au~ust issue of New Mexico masazine a short essay to explain the true
origm of the word "~rin~o." When
Greeks poured into Spain in the 16th
Century, the proper word "Gneqo" was
turned into the slans "Grtngo" and
"hablar en ~ri~o," to speak in Greek.
became a synonym for "~ibberish."
Soon "~rin~o" beqan to be applied to
the En~Iish, Dutch and Germans,
whose Ianquage was just as confusing
to the Spanish as Greek. The French
had a separate name "Gavachos." from
the River Gabache in the Pyrenees. and
that word became more common
locally than ~ri~o for toretqners. fray
Angelico also referred to some of the
erroneous etyrnoloqles for "~rin~o,"
such as that it came from the so~
"Green Grow the Rushes Ho".
I couldn't resist, and the next issue of
the magazine contained my letter:
"When the first electric traffic si~nals
were instaIled in EI Paso, it was necessary to educate persons crossing the
border. It was the repetition of '~reen
~o' that led to Anglos beinq called
"~ri~os." It is only a historical accident
that they are not called 'red-stops:"
fray Angelico liked to clear up myths
and illusions , It was in the
November/December 1970 issue of
New Mexico magazine that he pointed
out that when "a nameless humble
2
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thought of combining tallow
candle, brown ~rocery ba~ and a little
sand", they were called "iarolltos". to
dtstincutsh them from the bonfire
"Ium inarta." But if Anqlos want to call
them "Iuminartas" that's all ri~ht too. he
said. (By the way. that was the issue.
November/December 1970. when Fray
Angelico beqan his career as a book
reviewer for New Mexico magazine.
His book reviews were not only perceptive, but they always had a Ii~ht
touch.)
One of his essays was on the correct
meaning of the phrase "lornada del
Muerto." Another was on the mytholo~ surrounding the Hebrew inscription
above the door of the Cathedral. In the
fall (Sept/Oct) 1971 issue of New
Mexico magazine he ~ives an explanation of the abandonment of Pecos
Pueblo different from that usually
offered. The editor's note says "Fray
Anqelico Chavez is by vocation a
franciscan cleric. Beyond that, he's a
dlsttnqutshed poet and storyteller, a
pre-eminent Southwestern historian and an epitome of puckish wit." His
well-developed and active sense of
humor was very much a part of him,
Our "literary" paths crossed a~ain in
November of 1973, when fray
Angelico. by that time livin~ in Santa
Fe, wrote a letter to the editor of the
New Mexican (Nov. 6) :
Few Know that native New
Mexicans are producing several popular brand products.
But, because of radal prejudice , they have had to disguise
the trade-names. About the
only brands not disguised are
COCA-Cola and SILVA Thin
cigarettes. (But even here
Silva's partner, DELGADO. is
completely hidden.)
Otherwise, people unwitting-ly patronize Col. SANCHEZ
Tesuque Fried Chicken and
MALDONADO'S Beef Burgers.
They wash the food down with
COCA-Cola or SANTISTEVANUP. Adults drink VIGIL Bros.
coffee instead. After eating the
whole thing, they have
recourse to fizzling AIkaSA.LAZARS.

What might also have caused
the upsets are too many cocktails of CHAVEZ Regal scotch,
or too many glasses of PINO
or ROMO wines. Or else the
several brands of dark BACA
beer.
Much more disguised are the
HERRERA and TAFOYA small
cars, but Uni-ROYBAL tires are
more evident. FLORESheim
shoes hide their origin within a
long Germanic name. BRITO
cleansers and QUINTANA foot
powder are in the same genre .
(Perhaps other folks could
keep adding to the Iist .)
What is hard -to understand,
though, is why the firm of
Nieman-MARQUEZ
chose
Texas.
~ain, I could not resist responding
and I wrote:
Fray Angelico's letter in

Tuesdays New Mexican fails to
note that prejudice can work
both ways. For example, the
town of Chacon was actuaIIy
named after a seventh cousin
of mine. Chuck Cohen.
Capulin was named after an
early trader named Kaplan.
And Mora is simply a contraction of Mo Rabinowitz. a
famous mountain man . Oh
well. as Gertrude Stein said,
arroyos is arroyos is arroyos.
Fray Anqellco replied:
At the risk of having some
Irishman claiming that Onate's
real name was O'Na ugh ty, I
must agree in part with Saul
Cohen's letter on placenames. Capulin from Kaplan
seems to have some substance, but Chacon from
Chuck Cohen needs further
research . As for Mora being a
contraction
for
Mo
Rabinowitz, thet's impossible.
Old Mo didn't come into the
area until 1862, while the town
is over a century older. It was
actually called that after a fellow named Mora, who was
nicknamed EI Cojo (the
Lame) . But since Mora could
outrun a deer until his death at
58. the soubriquet had to have
a different origin.
He si~ned the letter Manny Chevitz.
with Manuel E. Chavez in parentheses.
I ended the exchange, perhaps reachin~ new lows in the process:
Tm glad that Fray "Manny
Cbevitz" Angelico is interested
in setting the record straight.
As long as we're at it, I might
point out that the Irish (ojo
rico) have also suffered at the
hands of the dominant group.
And it happened long before
Mrs. Alire's cow kicked over a
lantern and started the
Chicago fire.
Who today remembers the
O'Tetos. or that Conejo Drive
got its name from an Irishman
named O 'Hare (historicaIIy
sound even if sooloqiceily
questionable)?
How many New Mexicans
know that a fugitive Irishman
.n am ed lames from county
Mayo lent his name to a village near Santa Fe? (lim from
Mayo eventually became lim
Mayo, although the accent
shifted to the last syllable in
the process).
Mountain Eire is no longer
speIIed correctly, and does
even Fray Angelico remember
that Dos Idtos was once called
EI Rita, a clear example of
Dublin.
And how are things in Glocca
Zamora?
A few months later, a~ain responding
to a letter of fray Angelico's, I wrote:
"Followinq up on Fray Angelico's sue~estion about Htspantciztns the names
of local landmarks. I su~~est that Fort
Marcy be chanced to fort Mar. Mar-sea
is obviously redundant, like Rio
Grande river."
The July/Au~ust 1974 issue of New
Mexico magazine contained a short
essay by Manuel E. Chavez, identified
in an editorial footnote as Fray
Ansellco Chavez, entitled "Tortilla flat
- of Course it is." It be~ins: "The scene is
a sunny bench on the Santa fe Plaza, A
little man named Sol Cohen, who is
nuts about ~ood Western literature, is
talkin~ to another small fellow (whom
he Reeps addressing as Manny
Chewitz) on the literary and social
merits of John Steinbeck's Tortilla Flat.
Just then a weavin~ Paisano from
Chimayo stops short in his tracks (that's

Editor Note
The following is a talk remembering a close friend, Fray Angelico
Chavez, and celebrating the opening of the Fray Angelico Chavez
History Library in Santa Fe last
year. The talk, by prominant Santa
Fe attorney Saul Cohen was given
during the Dedication Ceremonies
for the Fray Angelico Chavez
History Library and Photographic
Archives.

three short people; the Chavez's seem
to have a thinq about the vertically
challenged) and says to the two men:
'The tortilla flat? Of course it is! You
ever see a humpback tortilla? Or a
twisted tortilla? You crazy?" It ~oes on
from there in humorous but scholarly
vein.
Another quality of fray Anqellcos was
enthusiasm. He always shared any historical nu~~ets with ~reat enthusiasm,
He once told me with obvious pleasure
that he had found in church records in
Pena Blanca the name Abu Daqher,
clearly the origm of budaqhers.
On a trip in California, I happened to
stt next to Ms~r. francis Weber, a
churchman and historian and a collector of miniature bOORS. He asked if I
knew Fray Angeltco, or perhaps I mentioned Fray Angefico to show off my
churchly connections, as I sometimes
mention that I used to teach at Loyola
in Los Angeles.. and he said that in the
course of some research he had
learned that fray Angelico was almost
appointed archbishop but some fellow
cleric didn't like him, When I mentioned the incident to Fray Angelico he
said ~ood humoredly and apparently
without any rancor, oh yes, so and so
never liked me.
I once heard him introduced as 'an
eminent historian, and when he ~ot up
to speak he said he'd rather be known
as a poet.
But I really didn't come here today to
talk about fray Ancelico. Others
already have and will do that better
than I could. My subject is books and
libraries, There are lots of possible
approaches,
"Libraries I Have Known" is one. I
would be~in with the Benjamin
Franklin branch of the Los Angeles
Public Library (I think there's a freeway
now where that wonderful temple of
pleasure once stood) and ~o on to the
John C. Fremont branch and the
library at Fort Douqlas where the
librarian said I could have the just
arrived Memoirs of Hacate County by
Edmund Wilson if I promised to return
it the next morning because it had
been promised to the Colonel's wife,
and the Filolo~isk Laboratorium at the
University of Copenhagen where I
would walk briskly in behind anyone
who had a key and the ~reat SaltyaovSchedrin Public Library in Leningrad
which had a bi~ exhibit of the works of
Ernest Thompson Seton and where the
elderly lady who showed us the
library's treasures told us about workin~ at the library during the sie~e of
Lenlnqrad during World War II when it
was so cold that some of the
researchers froze to death at their
tables and couldn't be removed until
the sprlnq thaw, and endtnq of course
with the fray Angelico Chavez History
Library, but I couldn't persuade myself
that the subject would be sufficiently
tnteresttns to you.
I thought of talkinq about the Iittlerecognized pleasure of ~ettin~ a book
into the ri~ht hands. I was in Jan
Nelson's bookstore - no longer in
existence, alas - when a customer
asked if he had a copy of McNitt's The
Indian Traders. He did not. The man
was unhappy as he wanted to present it
that evening to someone whose close

relative was talked about in the book. I
said that if you really want it that badly.
111 sell you my copy. He was deliqhted
and we went to my home and he ~ot
the book. It took several years before I
found a nice copy at a reasonable price
to replace it. but the pleasure was
worth it.
Some years a~o I saw in a catalog I
received from a New-Jersey bookseller
a book on E~ptian hleroqlyphlcs by
an Edmund Kase, Jr. The catalos
description said it was the author's own
copy with notes in his handwriting and
some letters inserted. It so happened
that not lon~ thereafter I had occasion
to write to Judge Edmund Kase III in
Socorro and I sent alonq a copy of the
paqe from the bookseller's catalog
Inquiring wheth ~r someone in his family was a scholar (a trifle insulting. my
wife pointed out). He called the next
day. very excited. That was his father's
copy of his father's doctoral dissertation and it had somehow disappeared.
no one knew where or how. Could I qet
it. and if it was sold. could I ~et the
name and address of the buyer. I called
the dealer and though a month had
elapsed he still had the book. and they
sent it to me. Jud~e Kases mother. who
lived in Santa Fe. plczed it up the day it
arrived and insisted on retmbursinq
me for the cost of the phone calls as
well as for the price of the book. A very
satisfyinq experience,
I once presented the late John Bennett
Shaw. the world's ~reatest collector of
Sherlock Holmes. with an llzbea translation of some Sherlock Holmes stories. It was the sist lanquaqe represented in his collection.
In a November 1989 issue of the Santa
Fe Reporter, eminent historian Marc
Simmons. who collects the works of
Charles Lummts, related an example:
For many years I lacked only
a single tide by Lumtnis, his
scarce pamphlet "Spanish
Songs of Old California." Then
one day his son Keith Lumtnis,
now in his 80s. visited me at
myhome.
As I showed him my collection of Lummis books. I
remarked that only one item
was missing. "And. I know
what it is." Keith replied.
"because I don't even have a
copy myself. nor have I ever
seen it: 'King of the Broncos...
"No," I said. "I do have that,"
pladng a copy in his hands.
"What I Jack is 'Spanish
Songs:"
Keith's eyes grew large as he
handled"King of the Broncos"
for the first time in his life. In
my book hunting, I had
acquired a duplicate copy
which I was pleased to give
him.
Knowing that it was a scarce
and valuable title, he wished
to pay for it. but I refused. I
wanted the privilege of giving
Keith Lummis a copy of a
book his father had written but
keith had never seen.
A couple of years later, I visited Keith Lummis at his residence in San Frandsco. As I
was leaving. he declared.
"When I saw you in New
Mexico, you gave me a valuable book. Now. I want to
return the favor." And he
handed
me
something
wrapped in tissue paper.
It was his father's own personal copy of "Spanish Songs
of Old California" with the signature "Charles F. Lummis"
scrawled across the paper
cover. My Lummis collection
was now complete.
Just recently I piched up an Enqlish

edition of a 1967 novel by Stanley
Crawford. Some of you know his New
Mexico bOORS. Mayordomo and A
Garlic Testament . I mentioned the
acquisition to someone and they said
that he could always be found at the
farmers market on Saturday. I went
over and we chatted. It turned out that
he didn't even have a copy of the bOOR.
and the followinq Saturday I had the
pleasure of presenting a copy to him.
Getttnq a bOOR into the riqht hands.
Anatole France wrote. "Never lend
boORS. for no one ever returns them:
the only books I have in my library are
books that other folR have lent me."
Even the Iendinq of bOORS has a literature of its own and I considered it as a
possible focus. Roqer Rosenblatt's
essay on booa-borrowtnq in the April
5. 1982 issue of Time magazine begins.
"Of all the terrible circumstances to
which one's home is vulnerable. nothin~ equals that of a quest who stares
straizhr at one's boozshelves. It is not
the judqmental posslbtllty that is friqhteninq. the fact that one's sense of dis-

So the two of us started chatting with
Val, I brought the subject around to
bOORS, and he was able to say. "Val. do
you remember that art bOOR I lent you
when you were in the hospital? I'd sure
liRe to have it bach ." I confess I don't
remember how the matter came out.
BOOR borrowing has a Ionq history. In
the middle aqes a monastery or an
individual Scholar could borrow a
bOOR and have it copied. Not by Xerox,
but by hand of course. Security was
required because books were valuable.
"It is not our custom." the Prior of
Hildesheim informed Abbot Wibald of
Corvey in 1150. "to lend books without
qood security." But even with security
it was then as hazardous to lend as it is
today and some monastic libraries
threa tened wi th excommunica tion
anyone who lent any of the library's
bOORS. In 1212 the Council of Paris
condemned this practice: "We forbid
them to swear they will not loan bOORS
to the poor. for Ioaninq is one of the
principal works of mercy. We wish that
after a serious examination the books

The statue of Fray Angelico Chavez in front of the new library. Donna Quasthoff.
Sculptor.

crimination is exposed by his books ...
Alas. too often the eyes dark with calculation, shift from title to title as from
qirI to qirl in an overheated dance hall.
Nor is that the worst. It is when those
eyes stop moving that the heart too
stops. The quest's body twitches; his
hand floats up to where his eyes have
let it. There is nothing to be done. You
freeze. He smiles. You hear the question even as it forms: 'Would you mind
if I borrowed this booz?"
I can remember at a party a friend
approaching me and teIIin~ me that a
very expensive art book had been
loaned by him to a mutual friend who
was in the hospital at the time. He
thought Val would enjoy the booz. He
said apparently Val thinks that it was
intended as a qif~ can you help me out.

should be divided into two categories.
one should remain in the house for the
use of the brothers; the other should be
loaned to the poor on the advice of the
Abbott.....
So the inter-library loan. which is a
qreat boon for scholars. is not new and
borrowing was even sometimes international. Nicholas. the secretary to
Bernard of Clairvaux. had his own system for inter-library loans. He required
that a copy be returned with the oriqinal work. He then would sell or
exchange the extra copy.
In explaining the decline of Duke
Humfrey's Library at Oxford in the
early 1500'S. David Roqers (The
Bodleian and Its Treasures 1320-1700)
says. with nice Enqllsh understatement. "...Secondly. an inefficient

administration permitted the unsupervised borrowinq of manuscripts. so
that many became permanently alienated." It was in 1598 that Sir Thomas
Bodley. a learned man who had fortified his own wealth by marriage to a
rich widow. beqan the establishment of
the qreat library at Oxford now Rnown
as The Bodleian. In draftinq statutes for
the ~overnance of the library. he
expressly forbade the lending of bOORS.
(Bodley died in 1613).
Another possible focus for talRinq
about bOORS and libraries is the dual
nature of bibliophily. In talkin~ or
thinRin~ about the love of bOORS. there
are two different approaches. One
treats the body of the book. the other
the soul. The book as a physical object
is an enormous topic. with many
aspects and subtopics. For those of us
who love bOORS. it is an exdtms topic.
Douglas McMurtrie wrote: "... the
deslgn of bOORS is as much as art as
architecture. or painting, or sculpture ... And the settinq of type and the
prlntinq of bOORS is as truly a craft susceptible of hiqh standards as the craft
of the weaver or potter or qoldsmith."
But as someone who cares about the
bOOR as a physical object - its typosraphy, printlnq quality. paper. design,
bindlnq - I sometimes envy the person who cares only about the soul or
spirit or content (to use a more earthly
word) of a book. When I was seIIinq my
George Gissin~ collection. I told a fellow who was interested in Gissinq that
I had a paperbacz of the title he had
Inqulred about. but that I also had a
siqned limited edition that was beautifully bound. He said. "The paperback's
fine. I just want to read it." That is a different kind of bibliophily. Of course.
the two kinds of bOOR love are not
mutually exclusive and the love of
bOORS as objects does not preclude the
realization that for traveling on a
plane. nothinq beats a paperback and
that an old. worn and much read
paperback may be the most loved
book in a library, When there is a marria~e between body and soul. then all
bOOR lovers can rejoice.
People have been writin~ for a Ions,
lonq time. At first they wrote on boards.
leaves. clay tablets. leather. whatever
they could write on. The use of
"papyrus." a very common reed qrowinq alonq the banks of the Nile. was a
major breazrhroush. The outer bark
was removed and the inner soft pith
was sliced into thin narrow strips, The
strips were placed next to each other
and then other strips were laid on top
perpendicular to the lower strips and
then pressed or pounded liqhtly while
moist. The sheet was then dried and
polished with a stone and a reasonably
qood writi~ surface resulted. There
were different ~rades and weiqhts of
this papyrus writin~ material. It couldn't be folded. so pieces were qlued
toqether to form a lonq strip. which
was then made into a scroll. Later
paper was replaced by parchment, the
cured hide of younq sheep. calves or
qoats. or vellum. which is a close relative. It was more durable and could be
written on both sides. A decree of
Frederick II in 1221 declared that
instruments written on paper had no
validity in law; only parchment counted.
Eventually the codex or bOOR of
bound paqes. that is the bOOR as we
know it today. replaced entirely the
earlier scroll or roll bOOR. By the middle a~es all books were codices. Until
the middle of the 15th century books
were manuscript books. that is they
were all handwritten. Essentially the
ancient book was make of papyrus. the
medieval bOOR of parchment. Paper,
made from ra~ pulp. (known in China
as early as 105 A.D.). came into Spain
through the Arabs in the 12th Century.
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In 1276 the mills in Fabrlano, Italy were
the Ieading producers. By the 15th century paper was widely available and
used as a substitute for parchment or
vellum.
Until the 14th and 15th centuries it
was customary to lay books on their
sides on shelves and sometimes in an
old book the title can be seen written
on the bottom or top fore-edge so it
can be read while the book is Iyin~ flat.
They were often chained to a bar. Then
eventually the practice changed to
standlns books upriehr and with the
advent of the printed book the shift
was made almost entirely to shelving
books upright , Samuel Pepys liked all
of his books to be uniform in helght so
he had special little platforms made
that books would stand on so that all
the tops were level.
Early books had no title page. To
waste a precious leaf of parchment or
paper just to state the name of the
book was an extravagance not permitted to the scribe. He put the title and
author on the page where the text
beqan. and the earliest printers followed the usaze of the scribes. A complete statement as to author, publisher,
place and date of issue, was inserted, if
at all, at the back of the book, in a para~raph which became known as the
"colophon," a Greek word meaninq
"finishin~ stroke."
Of course, to reach, to access in the
more current term, the soul of a book,
one must read it. Readi~ is not only
the key to the book's soul, but it is also
one of the ~reatest pleasures known to
man. For many, it is not only a pleasure
but a necessity. The urze to read preceded the urge to collect. In the words
of Aristotle's Metaphysics, "All men
have by nature the desire to know."
And what better way to learn what one
has not experienced or intuited than by
the reading of books. Carlyle's statement is often quoted: "The true university of these days is a collection of
books." And Clarence Day wrote: "The
world of books is the most remarkable
creation of man."
Sir William Osler said, "With half an
hour's readtnq in bed every niqht as a
steady practice, the busiest man can
qet a fair education before the plasma
sets in the periganqlionic spaces of his
~rey cortex."
Petrarch wrote, "I have friends whose
society is delightful to me: they are persons of all countries and of all aqes: distinquished in war, in council. and in
letters: easy to live with: always at my
command. They come at my call, and
return when I desire them : they are
never out of humor, and they answer
all my questions with readiness. Some
present in review before me the events
of past ~es: others reveal to me the
secrets of nature."
Theodore Ble~en wrote, "Books are
bOORS, but they are also men speaztns
to present and future - human extensions beyond locality and qrave. They
are records, documents, sources, heritaqe, literature, creative ideas qiven
life and clothed with form. They are the
recorded sum of human wisdom and
folly, Ieamlns and i~norance, beauty
and uqliness, nobility and sordidness,
faith and despair. They are a major part
of the documentation of humanity. Life
without them is man devoid of memory. Life with them is a qateway to the
understandtnq of past and present."
Perhaps the most famous quotation
about books is the words of Milton
from Areopagitica, "who kiIIs a man
kiIIs a reasonable creature, God's
Image, but he who destroys a qood
bOOR Rills reason itself, Rills the Image
of God, as it were, in the eye."
We Rnow that boORS have been very
influential on the course of history.
Books have been credited with startinq
wars and qreat controversies. BOORS
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can even be deadly. In February 1731
fire broke out in the palace in Brussels.
The books of the royal library Rept in a
tower room were thrown out the window and one thick folio alleqedly
caused the death of an onlooker.
frederica Loeser wrote, "It is a qood
thlnq to read bOORS, and need not be a
bad thinq to write them, but. in any
case, it is a pious thi~ to collect them."
And indeed much praise has been
bestowed on libraries. which combine
the virtues of collecting and shannq.
Santa Fe's Ema Ferqusson, in a talR at a
library conference said, "My point of
view on libraries is that they are the
most useful institutions in the world,"
and Wallace Stegner, who met his
untimely death in Santa Fe, said that a
library is "one of the noblest activities
of any culture: measure of what has
been. indication of what may be. testi-

BrunswicR-Wolfenbuttel, founder of
the Herzog August BibliotheR instructed his librarian that he must not allow
anyone to enter armed or in a qown or
overcoat.
InA Canticle for Liebowitz, the author
writes, "To Brother Librarian, whose
tass in life was the preservation of
bOORS, the principal reason for the
existence of bOORS was that they mtqht
be preserved perpetually. Usaqe was
secondary, and to be avoided if it
threatened Ionqevity."
The late William A Jackson. who was
appointed assistant librarian of the
Widener Library at Harvard was in
charge of the rare bOOR collection. He
was one of the qreat librarians of our
day. Anthony Hobson, a historian of
libraries. wrote about Jaczson. "...his
enthusiasm, combined with the transparent uprtqhtness of his character,

Photograph courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico. Neg no. 132.817.

monial to our purposes that are shared .
even in antaqonlsm, reassurance that
homo sapiens has been and wiII
remain sapient."
Those of you who are readers of
Pepys' Diary will remember that he
often discussed his boos buyinq. When
Pepys bought a copy of Voraqine's
Golden Legend printed by Wynkyn de
Worde in 1521. he wrote, "So to piper
and Ducz Lane, and there kissed boosseller's wife and bought Legend." His
library went to a nephew, John
Jaczson. for life with instructions to
add and complete, and then it went to
Ma~dalene College at Cambrtdqe to be
accommodated in a separate room to
be called "Bibliotheca Pepysiana" and
to remain unchained (as I mentioned,
books in medieval libraries were often
chained) in perpetuity without addition or subtraction. A 1728 German
traveler called it a monumemtum vanitatis. There were almost 3,000volumes
in Pepys' library.
One could discuss bOORS and libraries
by focusing on librarians . They do play
an important part in libraries.
Lawrence Clara Powell, a qreat librarian, boozman. and writer about books
and the southwest. said, "...the two
chief attributes of a qood librarian are
that he be a reader of books, and a servant of those in need of help." I'm sure
Orlando Romero, Librarian for the
Fray Angellco Chavez History Library
qualifies on both counts. Dixon Wecter
wrote. "Even today an occasional
librarian, with some justice, reqards the
whole tribe of readers as an unwarranted nuisance." DURe Julius of

were as successful in charming ~ifts
from a Wide circle of alumni as in persuadlnq dealers that to sell a booa to
Harvard was more rewarding than to
make a large profit."
In 1907 Harry EIRins Widener. a 27year old Harvard qraduate, a bOOR collector and member of the richest family in Philadelphia, bought a number of
rare bOORS in London, which he had
shipped home. He tooa with him a 1598
copy of Bacon's Essayes sayinq to the
bookseller Quaritch that he would tase
the Bacon with him and that if he were
shipwrecked it would be with them.
The ship that he sailed on with his family was caIled the Titanic. Though both
Harry and his father died. his mother
established in his memory the Harry E.
Widener Library at Harvard, about
which Anthony Hobson wrote, "This
colossal edifice. inaugurated in 1915.
was not a happy addition to the Yard:
its massive classicism dwarfs the discreet symmetry of its earlier neighbors,
while its thtcz columns and rhetorical
fIiqht of steps maze any human activity, short of the coronation scene in
Boris Godunov, appear inadequate."
As I said, some librarians resent readers. The West Suffolk County Council
made it an offense to sleep in a library,
which prompted the Cambrtdqe
University librarian to comment, "We
welcome sleepers. A sleeptnq reader is
less of a menace to books than a WaRinq one."
What about the library of the future. It
seems that anyone talkinq about
libraries today has to tala about the
future of the bOOR or the library. At a

1949 conference at Harvard. Dixon
Wecter said: "The citadel of the printed
word is under heavy sieqe by newer
media of communication: cinema,
microfilm, mlniprtnt. telephoto, wire
recordings. FM, television, and. in the
offinq,facsimile newspapers hot off the
radio. Jeremiahs are beqinni~ to aSR
whether we live in the twiIiqht of the
printed boos." Note that this was
almost 50 years aqo. Note also. no
mention of the computer.
Incidentally, in that same tals, Wecter
said that when he was at the
Huntington Library and the press
reported that he was writinq a bOOR on
American heroes and hero-worship. he
received a letter from a medium in Los
Angeles aSRinq "Why are you wasttns
your time over books, when I can put
you in immediate touch with
Washinqton, Lincoln and Theodore
Roosevelt?" How Santa Fean!
In 1985 George Steiner, a leadinq
intellectual, said in a tala.Tt may well
be ... that the privately owned bOOR, in
a format such as we know it. ... will
become a luxury object." liRe the
artist's booa of today. He also said, "It
lOORS as if we are now seei~... the
~radual end of the classical a~e of
reading."
A bOOR just published by the
Economist contains as essay entitled,
"The End of the Library as We Know It"
by a Harvard professor. Just a weez ~o
in Albuquerque the Southwest
Reqional Conference of the Special
Libraries Assodation was entitled "The
Once and Future Library: Technology
in Transition." This seems to be where
library action is. Yet the Wall Street
Journal last month reported on a battle
between two qiant bOOR chains. Barnes
and Noble and Borders, and a couple
of weezs aqo I heard the Librarian of
the San francisco Public Library say
that he did not thins that the computer
meant the end of the bOOR, but rather
the end of television as we Rnow it. I
don't think the bocz is quite dead yet.
But that is not a subject on which I can
claim to know any more than you do. I
have never even surfed the Internet.
There will always be a need for
libraries, even if Las Casas is available
on CD-ROM. There will be a need to
hold the first edition, the copy seen by
the author, in one's hands, to obtain the
information as his contemporaries
obtained it. There will always be a need
for scholars like Fray Anqeltco. who
will not be satisfied with a copy on a
screen. and if they are poets too, so
much the better. I thina that in this
library. the bOOR will always reiqn
supreme. and the spirit of Fray
Anqeltco will live on.
S.C.
••
Manuel Ezequtel Chavez was born on 10 April
1910 in Waeon Mound. New Mexico. a town

which he preferred to call by its

ori~ina1

name.

Santa Clara. He was the oldest of ten children .
His family soon moved to San Di~o. California
where he spent his early youth. The family
returned to New Mexico in 1916 and settled into
the valley town of Mora. where younq Manuel
attended the school run by the Sistersof Loretta.
In 1924 he was accepted at Saint Frands Seraphic
Seminary in Cindnnati. Ohio. and later studied
at the 51. John the Baptist Province of the Order
of Friars Minor. also located In Cincinnati .
Upon completion of his studies In Cmcmnatt.
Manuel returned to Santa Fe where he was
ordained Into the priesthood at Santa Fe's Saint
Francis Cathedral. He became Fray AnqeIico
Chavez. the first native born New Mexican to
become a Frandscan friar.
Thus

be~an

his long.

distin~uished

career as

priest. historian . archivist. artist. poet. and. yes.
novelist (The Lady From Toledo). His ministry to
the Pueblos and ViIlaees In Northern New
Mexico. his eminence in the field of history. his
love of poetry is well Imown . His humor is well
recalled by his friend. Saul Cohen.
Fray Anqelico Chavez died in Santa Fe 18
March 1996.

J.P.C.

BOOK REVIEWS
Heart of the Circle
Photographs by Edward S. Curtis
of Native American Women
$34.95

Introduction by Pat Durkin
Captions by Alan Brisbon and Sara Day
Edited by Sara Day
Technical Consultant: Joanna C. Scherer
Library of Congress. 1997
Pomegranate Artboous. San Ptencisco

Reviewed by Sally Noe
A steely eyed Ogalala Sioux woman
commands attention to the most
recent Library of Conzress publication.
Dressed in her artistic finery, Slow Bulls
wife confirms her tribe and status to the
world of Edward Sheriff Curtis.
Women, a constant focus within the
massive Curtis photograph collection
of Native american life (1903-1928),
define the circle of life, The Heart Of
The Circle. Accompanying the Curtis
images is an interpreting text.
Published by Pomegranate Boozs.
San Francisco, the demandlnq ~ure of
the cover is softened by four smaller
Images that reflect a sampling of the
culturally diverse Native American
women in the early years of the 20th
century. Between the covers are 105
luminous Images that allow the reader
to ~limpse into the world of these
women livin~ in the six Native
American cultural areas of North
America.
Connectinq with the past, Pat Durbin's
Introduction includes brief cultural
statements by contemporary Native
American women. Included in her
evaluation of Curtis' life worz. Durzln
addresses the differin~ national attitudes of the early 20th century as compared to those of the present.
Spannlnq an entire decade of
America's technical and industrial
progress. the Curtis tmazes reflect the
continuity of centuries. Editor. Sara
Day, and her assistant, Alan Bisbort.
offer the reader ~limpses of the
strengths of the cultural diversity and
the continuity of these strengths that
continue to serve the Native American
people. Included with the pictures and
text is a listin~ of Library of Congress
neqative numbers that alIow one to
inquire about print orders.
The reader may lo~ for a map to
help identify the location of the identified cultural areas, so have a ll.S. map
or atlas nearby. Only a few of the 268
Indian Reservations are included in the
publication and some of these are not
Widely ~nown to the Qeneral reader. A
list of tribes within the six cultural areas
would have been helpful.
The publication, 'however, reminds
one of Grandmother's Album. Family
and friends, wor~in~ and at rest,
dressed in their best and an occasional
impromptu snapshot. The Curtis
images will haunt your memory for

each individual embraces and remembers The Heart of the Circle.
SN.

Tales of Los Alamos
Life on the Mesa 194~-1945
by Bernice Brode
Los Alamos Historical Society, 1997

Reviewed by Theresa A. Strottman
"It's far, far worse than you wrote me."
Helen Allison pronounced her assessment of Los Alamos during the
Manhattan Project to her longtime
friend, Bernice Brode, who had been
copinq with life on the HilI some
months before Helen's family arrived.
Fifteen years later it appeared in
Brode's remaraably detailed and vivid
memoir Tales of Los Alamos. Her
selection of topics was dictated by the
eclectic mix of intellectual, moral.
emotional. trivial, and mundane

imperatives which occupied her attention during World War II. Brode's
endeavors addressed issues such as the
poor quality of fresh vezerebles available in the commissary, social activities
and entertainment for adults and children, and the scientists movement to
influence the le~islation re~ulatin~
nuclear energy.
Brode ~ives a lively description of the
society that qutczly evolved in wartime
Los Alamos' instant community.
Throughout her tales she weaves word
portraits of friends, colleagues. and
acquaintances which are eloquent.
honest, and concise. Her portraits of 1.
Robert Oppenheimer and Edward
Teller are equally sympathetic. She
quotes Hans Staub's concern about
military security, a constant frustration
for Los Alamos' civilian population,
"Are those bi~ touch MPs, with their
~uns, here to ~eep us in or to Reep the
rest of the world out? There is an
important distinction here and before I
leave this place, I want to ~now the
answer." Mrs., or, Ma Hirschfelder, the
elderly mother of a scientist, made
elliptical. off-beat comments always
punctuated by "don't you Rnow" which
appear liRe a leitmotif throughout the
bOOR. When "tactfully" asked to babysit the children of stressed wor~inq
mothers she replied definitively, "I can't
see ta~in~ care of other people's children. I had a nurse for Joe and his sister, don't you ~now."

Brode's acute observations of and
opinions about all ~roups and classes
in Los alamos are the boob's strength.
Her friends and netqhbors different
and sometimes unconventional parentinq styles, especially Edward and
Miei Tellers. are recorded along with
various couples and ~roups styles of
hospitality. She conveys how work in
Los alamos on a scientific miracle and
the most powerful weapon in the
Allied military arsenal created many
levels of stress. Her sympathetic portrait of Edith Warner emphasizes
Warner's importance to the Los Alamos
scientists because she provided a
serene refuge from their frantic, driven
efforts to create the atomic bomb.
Brode was an intense, albeit not totally
objective, observer of the different cultures and lifestyles in Santa Fe and the
nearby Indian Pueblos, particularly
San IIdefonso. She expresses her frustrations with "Indian time" as freely as
she criticizes the military.
Brode writes about her laboratory job
doin~ calculations even thouqh she
had minimal mathematical and scientific bacR~round. She also writes passionately about the efforts of the
Association of Los Alamos Scientists to
educate politicians and the public
about nuclear energy and their valiant
~ht to establish civilian rather than
military control of nuclear energy,
The last chapter breazs with the tone
of enerqetlc. determined optimism
prevalent throughout the rest of the
boca. The poiqnancy of the Brode family's exhausted, silent departure without farewells durins the water crisis in
1945 is in marked contrast to their
intense involvement with everyone
and everything which characterized
their life in L9s alamos durinq the
Manhattan Project.
Tales of Los Alamos was first published in the LASL Community News in
nine installments between June 2 and
September 22, 1960. Puttin~ them
tozether in an attractive volume without the LASL Community News headers, dates, and double column
newsprint enhances the memoir quality and intimacy of Brode's text. It is
illustrated with numerous Manhattan
Project photographs. The amusing line
drawtnss on the cover were done by
Elizabeth Fisher in 1960. This new edition is a pleasant, stimulatlnq read.
Editor Barbara Storms added the ~Ios
sary and index which make this edition
more attractive and useful to
researchers and scholars. as well as
those unfamiliar with Los Alamos who
want to immerse themselves in the
tone and mood of the Manhattan
Project community.
TAS.

••

Wide Ruins; Memories from a
Naf'ajo Tradlnf Post
Sallie Wagner. Forword by Edward T. Hall
University of New Mexico Press in cooperation with the Albuquerque Museum
150 pages. 1997

Reviewed by CarlSheppard
SaIIie Wa~ner has written a charmtng.
Ii~ht hearted, amusing and occasionally ironic boos about her experiences at
the Wide Ruins tradtnq post in Arizona
on the Navajo Reservation. It is actually a story of love for her husband and
companion, BiII, whom she met when
both were students at the University of
Chtcaqo. Department of Anthropology,
and for the Navajos who lived near the
Tradinq Post or traded there. She and
her husband bought the Wide Ruins
Post in 1928 and stayed there until
World War II disturbed their routine.
They sold the Post but returned to it
joyously in 1950, remaining there until
they decided to retire to Oregon.
The boos is structured anecdotally
rather than strictly chronologically.
Topics Ii~e the conditions of roads or
ruts; the development of the tradi~
post; the modes used to encourage
wors toward hi~her quality of rugs,
from the ralslnq of sheep for ~ood
wool to the preferences for certain patterns which became identified with the
weavtnq at Wide Ruins; visitors both
tourists and Navajos; celebrations secular and reIi~ious; witchcraft and an
epilogue, "After the War." The division
of anecdotes sometimes resulted in
unnecessary repetition but usually the
repetition was most useful to interpret
a story more clearly.
Wide Ruins is a thoroughly enjoyable
and informative booz.
CS.

The Chile Chronicles,
Tales of a New Mexico Harf'est
by Carmella Padilla
Photography by Jacll Parsons
Museum of New Mexico Press
P.O. Box 2087
Santa Fe, NM 87504
120 pages
$45.00 cl, $29 .95 pbk

Reviewed by E. Donald Kay
This is a bOOR about chiles, the history
of this pungent veqetable (fruit?) starti~ with its humble onsms in South
America to its technical development
in today's universities and ~rowin~
fields, and about the mostly Hispanic
people who ~row it in New Mexico
(and though they aren't hi~hli~hted, in
Arizona. Texas and Mexico), and about
the romantic and ~ustatory aura of
chile. Chile, as we all ~now, is in many.
many dishes served in the ~rea ter
~
(continued paQe 6 - col. 1)

Arizona/New Mexico Joint Conference - April 2-5, 199B
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Revlstratlon:
Members: $17.00
Non-Members: $25.00
Bus Tours:
Saturday: $15.00 per person
1) San IIdefonso
2) Pecos National Monument
3) Glorieta
Sunday: $35.00 per person
Las Ve~as and Montezuma,
N.M.
includtnq lunch
"Images of the Spanish-American War. AptilAugust 1898," by Stan Cohen.

Bus Tours:
We must sell a minimum of 20 ttchets
on each of the tours to ~uarantee that
the buses are available, otherwise that
particular tour wiII be cancelIed. In
addition there is a maximum on each
tour of 45 seats. Reservations should be
made early - Ii~e now.
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We are arran~in~ ~uides, most liRely
our own New Mexico members and
experts for each tour.
Additional information - or instant
reservations - John P. Conron (505)
983-3068.
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southwest. ran~in~ from the bland
tourist dishes served from California
to. I suppose. New YorR City (New YorR
Cityl) to the fiery stuff we can all find if
we 100R. and sometimes if we aren't
careful enough to Iooz.
Cannella Padilla. the author. who has
been Rnown to write for the Wall Street
Journal. says that "One of my earliest
memories... is watchtns my father bite
into a batch of chile that. for reasons
Rnown to God and nature alone, didn't
bite bacs." Although Carrnellas herita~e. shared by many, shows with
pride throuqhout this bOOR, the bOOR is
about chile, not about Carmella. The
chile picture. or chronicles as she puts
it, has wide coveraqe. The bOOR contains a mini-history of chile, from its
be~inni~s as what the Incas called
uchu. a little e~~ shaped berry that,
Carmella says. the Mayans used to
combat stomach aches. and the Aztecs
called chiltecpin, or "flea chile." She
says too that when the Aztecs wished to
please their ~ods by fastinq, they ~ave
up sex and chiltecpin. (I can understand ~ivi~ up chile.) Her history, cleverly, says that the method(s) that chile
came to us are unknown. though theories abound. from bird droppings to
traders. In any case. chile became
Widespread, and Columbus carried
some bacz to Spain. callinq it "pepper."
which it isn't. The author ends her history by dti~ the efforts 'of scientist!
farmers, many of whom worRed at
New Mexico State University, the first
of which was a man named Garcia,
born in Mexico who ~raduated from
what then was New Mexico A&M in
1894. These scientists. over the years.
also invented a hotness scale for chile
(though I have only seen it exhibited in
remarks liRe "Man. I wouldn't bite that
if I were you."). There is an entire chapter devoted to "Chile Science," spiced
up with Jack Parson's photozraphs of
chile. photoqraphs that would entice
anyone to bite. even if not wise. I dare
say that this chapter tells more about
the science of chile rthan anything
written that laymen can understand.
The next two chapters in the bOOR.
"The Chile Landscape" and the
"Seasons in the Chile Cycle" are paeans
not only to chile, but to those who
~row it, chapters full of both information and joy.
The author ends her bOOR with little
essays: "Red or Green," "The Santa Fe
Farmer's Market," and two on the
future of chile - one about a ~rower
primarily, one about those who still
persevere in tarmtnz. whatever the
obstacles.
The photography in the bOOR is outstandtns. and alone worth the price of
admission. Some of the images are hisQ
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ston-free by the City of Albuquerque,

Museum of New Mexico and from New
Mexico State University, but most are
contemporary by photographer Jack
Parsons. The latter mahes us realize
how much we miss when we whip by
field and fanners at 75 mph on the
Interstates. and when we fail to ~o a little bit out of our way to see what Jacf
Parsons preserves for us in this bOOR.
Carmella Padilla ends her boos with a
quote from a si~n she saw in Hatch.
New Mexico: Chile par Vida. Chile for
Life. Now that's a motto that a lot of
southwesterners could subscribe to,
without any discussions about New
History or Old History. or who ~rows
the best chile!
E.D.K.

.through The Albuquerque Museum, a

Division of the Department of Cultural
and Recreational Services. The
Albuquerque Museum is located at
2000 Mountain Road, NW, near Old
Town. Museum admission is free and
tours may be arranged by calltnq (505)
243-7255. Museum hours are Tuesday
through Sunday. 9 a.m. to 5 p .m.;
closed Mondays and City holidays. The
Albuquerque Museum is accessible to
persons with disabilities. If you require
special forms of assistance to enjoy the
Museum activities or to obtain this
information in an alternative format,
please contact the office at least five
business days in advance at (505) 2437255 (voice) or (505) 764-6556 (TTY).

consumed by flames. Only the stone
walls of the lower two floors survived
the fire. Followin~ the reconstruction it
reopened in August 1886. Because of its
risin~ from its own ashes. it was called
the Phoenix Hotel.
The destqners for the Montezuma/
Phoenix Hotels were famed Chicago
architects Burnham and Root. The
hotels were built and owned by the
Atchison. Iopeha. and Santa Fe Railway.
The Fred Harvey Company was
involved with the management. to what
de~ree is unclear, but Historical Society
of New Mexico member. Carl Sheppard.
has undertaken the research for the
Montezuma complex; we will Rnow
more. We do Rnow that the hotel was
not a financial success; it closed in 1904.

Land of Light: Photographs
of Ghost Ranch
An Exhibition at the
Albuquerque Museum
Land of Light: Photographs of Ghost
Ranch opened at The Albuquerque
Museum in January 1998 and will run
through March 29. This is an exhibition
of 63 photographs by photographers
David Scheinbaum and Janet RusseR
who have been livi~, worRin~. and
teaching in New Mexico since 1978and
1980 respectively. On one of their first
trips through New Mexico they visited
Ghost Ranch. a 21.000 acre tract of protected land run by the Presbyterian
Church in northern New Mexico. It was
a place they had heard about in the letters and journals of Georgia O'Keefe,
Ansel Adams, Eliot Porter and other
artists who had lived in or visited the
southwest. In the 1700s the reqton was
znown :as Piedra A Lumbre (The Land
of Shining Stone) to the Spanish. The :
21,000 acres that now constitute Ghost
Ranch were part of an oriqlnal land
~rant ~iven to Pedro Martin Serrano
and his family . by Spain in 1766. The
land was ~radually diVided, larqely by
the Spanish pattern of inheritance
under which estates were . divided
equally amonq children of the immediate family. It eventually came into the
ownership of Arthur and Phoebe PacR
who operated Ghost Ranch as a worzi~ ~uest ranch attractms artists, conservationists and naturalists to the
area. The PacRs called it "God's Holy
Mountain," and it has become RnoWn
as a spiritual site as well as a place of
renewal
and
creativity.
The
Presbyterian Church received the land
and ranch as donation from the PacRS
and it Is now operated as a research
and study center. Scheinbaum and
RusseR beqan photoqraphtnq there in
1990 with the permission of the Ghost
Ranch Foundation.
On Sunday, January 25 at 2:00 p.m.
David Scheinbaum and Janet RusseR
presented a lecture in the auditorium
at The Albuquerque Museum which
was free and open to the public.
This exhibition is presented admis-

The Montezuma Hot Springs Hotel C./9OO with the Ballroom in its own free-standing
building in front of the Hotel. The Ballroom has been demolished. (Conran & Woods
Collection)
Subsequently the bulldlnq has served
as a Baptist Colleqe and as Jesuit
Montezuma "Castle" on
Seminar for the traininq of Mexican
"Most Endangered" List
students for the priesthood. The
The Montezuma Hotel, now more
Archdiocese of New Mexico sold the
commonly Rnown as the Montezuma
porperty to Armand Hammer in 1981
Castle. has been listed by the National
for the establishment of the United
Trust for Historic Preservation as one
of America's "11 Most Endanqered
World CoIIe~e.
Historic Places." The "Castle" is at the
An intensive effort has been launched
center of, or rather sits up hilI and visuby .the United World Colle~e to find the
financial resources to preserve and to
ally dominates. the campus of the
United World Collece in Montezuma,
restore/renovate the buildin~ for colIe~e use, or for conference center use,
New Mexico.
The present buildinq was reconstructor whatever may prove feasible.
Studies are under way; fundinq is betnq
ed from the ashes and remalnlnq stone
walls of its immediate predecessor.
sou~ht.
Less than tout months after opening to
The Phoenix Hotelffhe Montezuma
the public on April 20, 1885 the
Castle can remain one of New Mexico's
Montezuma Hotel was almost entirely
J.P.C.
finest historic monuments.

Mr. and Mrs. l.S. Mactavish, prominent Magdalena, NM citizens vacationing at the
Montezuma Hot Springs Hotel. (Conron & Woods Collection)
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